
 

Agriculture in YOUR Classroom! 

 

What do your students know about agriculture, food,  

fiber, and the environment? 

 

Can you think of topics on which you’d  

welcome enthusiastic guest presenters to share expertise? 
 

 

Amy Smith; 146c Ruttan Hall, 1994 Buford Avenue; St. Paul, MN 612-624-6590 

Background:  

University of Minnesota students enrolled in AFEE 1001: Introduction to Agricultural 

Education, Communication, and Leadership are preparing to become agricultural 

educators, communicators and leaders who share the message of agriculture, food, 

fiber and the environment with a variety of audiences – ranging in age from early 

childhood to adult. In effort to “ease” these young professionals into their role as 

teachers and workshop facilitators, the following project is proposed.  
 

Project Proposal: 

Working collaboratively with 5th or 6th grade classroom teachers to determine a 

topic/focus, AFEE 1001 student pairs or trios will prepare and teach a 40-45 minute lesson 

related to agriculture, food, fiber, and/or environment. Emphasis will be placed on 

designing effective, engaging instruction about an agricultural topic/concept that 

addresses select academic standards through interactive and/or hands-on activities. 

This project is designed to increase 5th & 6th grade students’ understanding of 

agriculture, food, fiber, and environmental issues while providing UM students an 

opportunity to develop professional skills in their anticipated career area. Lesson plans 

and delivery will be reviewed, critiqued, and revised prior to the live classroom 

presentation.  Ideally, presentations would take place in mid-November, prior to 

Thanksgiving break. Classroom teachers are encouraged to provide input on topics of 

interest; p. 2 of this document may provide new/additional ideas. 
 

If you are willing to be involved in this project, please contact Sue Knott.  

Ag in the Classroom Contact: Sue Knott - sue.knott@state.mn.us  

A collaborative project of the University of Minnesota Agricultural Education,  

Communication & Leadership program, Minnesota Ag in the Classroom, and Twin Cities area schools. 
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